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Greedy Kernel Change-Point Detection
Charles Truong , Laurent Oudre , and Nicolas Vayatis

Abstract—We consider the problem of detecting abrupt changes
in the underlying stochastic structure of multivariate signals. A
novel non-parametric and model-free off-line change-point detection method based on a kernel mapping is presented. This approach
is sequential and alternates between two steps: a greedy detection
to estimate a new breakpoint and a projection to remove its contribution to the signal. The resulting algorithm is able to segment time
series for which no accurate model is available: it is computationally
more efficient than exact kernel change-point detection and more
precise than window-based approximations. The proposed method
also offers some theoretical consistency properties. For the special
case of a linear kernel, an even faster implementation is provided.
The proposed strategy is compared to standard parametric and
non-parametric procedures on a real-world data set composed of
262 accelerometer recordings.
Index Terms—Change-point detection, greedy algorithms,
Kernel methods.

I. INTRODUCTION
ITH the explosion in sensor use and monitoring technology, numerous complex systems (for instance, industrial
systems, stock exchanges, the human body) can be monitored for
long periods of time. Often, those systems switch between states
while being monitored. As a result, collected signals are not
stationary but instead see one or several of their characteristics
abruptly change at unknown instants. Such characteristics include the mean [1], the variance [2], the periodicity [3], the probability distribution of the signal samples [4], etc. Any subsequent
analysis may have to rely on overly complex models, to take into
account the time-varying nature of the signal characteristics.
In order to avoid this pitfall, a common and efficient approach
is to describe those multivariate time-series as a succession of
non-overlapping segments, each one corresponding to a simple
model. Therefore, a crucial pre-processing step is change-point
detection (or signal segmentation) which consists in estimating
the time stamps at which the characteristics of the signal change.
This has enormous practical advantages in a broad range of realworld scenarios: in finance [5], [6], biomedical data [7]–[12],
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meteorology [13]–[16], DNA array analysis [17]–[20], etc. This
work focuses on the off-line (or retrospective) setting, where
change-point detection is performed a posteriori, on the complete signal. Conversely, the so-called on-line setting, in which
the signal samples are assumed to be revealed progressively, was
originally introduced for real-time signal analysis and is beyond
our scope. Signals are assumed to be multivariate and contain
multiple change-points of unknown location and amplitude.
There is a rich literature associated with change-point detection, dating back to the 50s [21]. Historically, the first type
of change to be considered was a single change in the mean
of a noisy univariate signal [1], [21]. This model still receives
significant attention, from a theoretical standpoint, under various
assumptions on the noise [3], [22]–[25] and the number of
changes [26]–[28], and from an algorithmic standpoint [29],
[30]. In order to detect more general types of change, likelihoodbased methods were then introduced, such as the generalized
likelihood ratio [31]–[35]. Under this setting, samples between
two change-points are assumed to be identically distributed,
following a user-defined parametric distribution. Parametric approaches also include Bayesian methods, which have state-ofthe-art performances in several applications [36]–[38]. See [2],
[39], [40] for reviews of parametric change-point detection
procedures.
In case the signal cannot be efficiently described by a parametric model, non-parametric methods are used. Kernel changepoint detection has emerged in this context and amounts to
minimizing a kernel least square criterion. This approach enjoys attractive theoretical [41], [42] and computational [43]–
[45] properties, which has motivated numerous developments
from the machine learning community [46], [47]. In particular, changes in higher-order moments (above the first two) of
probability distributions [41], [48] can be detected, with little to
no calibration. First introduced by [4] in the context of change
detection, kernel approaches have been applied on very different
types of signals, for audio and video segmentation [49], [50],
DNA arrays [43], [51], neurological signals [4], [44], [45], etc.
A complete review of non-kernel and kernel based change point
detection methods as well as Python implementations of the
main approaches can be found in [52].
A. Problem Formulation
1) Statistical Model: We consider the segmentation of an
Rd -valued signal {xt }Tt=1 which, once mapped onto a highdimensional space, namely a reproducing kernel Hilbert space
(RKHS), is piecewise constant with additive noise. The objective is to locate changes in the mean of the mapped signal.
Formally, let k(·, ·) : Rd × Rd → R denote a kernel function
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and H, the associated RKHS. The related mapping function
Φ : Rd → H is implicitly defined by Φ(xt ) = k(xt , ·) ∈ H and
Φ(xs )|Φ(xt )H = k(xs , xt ). The RKHS norm  · H is also
implicitly defined by Φ(xt )2H = k(xt , xt ). We assume that
the mapped signal y ∈ HT , defined by yt := Φ(xt ), is such that
∀t ∈ {tk + 1, . . . , tk+1 }, yt = ut + εt ,

(1)

where ut is a H-valued deterministic piecewise constant signal
with K  change-points and εt is a H-valued additive noise with
zero-mean. (Additional technical assumptions on ut and εt are
described later.) Let T  := {tk |k = 1, . . . , K  } denote the set
of change-point indexes (t1 < · · · < tK  ); define in addition the
dummy indexes t0 := 0 and tK  +1 := T . change-point detection consists in estimating the indexes tk . Change-point detection aims at recovering the unknown set of change-points T  .
In the context of kernel change-point detection, the estimation
strategy relies on the minimization of the following kernel least
square criterion V (·): for a given set of change-points T , we
define
|T | tk+1

 
yt − ȳt
V (T ) :=
k=0 t=tk +1

k ..tk+1

2
 ,
H

(2)

b
1
where ȳa..b := b−a
t=a+1 yt (∀1 ≤ a < b ≤ T ), and t0 := 0
and tK+1 := T are dummy variables.

locally, they are not as accurate and robust as optimal methods.
Binary segmentation and bottom-up segmentation are sequential
tree-based methods. Binary segmentation starts by detecting a
single change-point, splits the signal around this change-point,
and then repeats the operation on the two resulting sub-signals,
until a stopping criterion is met [12], [55], [59]. Bottom-up
segmentation starts by splitting the original signal in many small
sub-signals and sequentially merges them [60]. Both are more
accurate than window-based methods, as detection is made on
larger sub-signals, and faster than dynamic programming, but
are not optimal [61].
In the special case of a linear kernel (meaning that Φ = Id
and H = Rd ), the detection task consists in finding change
in the mean of a noisy piecewise constant signal. In order to
create efficient procedures that use the whole signal to detect
change-points, relations between the change-point detection
problem and sparse regression, with an appropriate design matrix, have been investigated. Methods based on basis pursuit
have been applied, for instance regressions with a total variation
penalty (or a fused lasso penalty) [17], [62]. Their implementations are efficient, with complexity of the order of O(KT ) or
O(T log T ) [17] and there are theoretical guarantees of detecting
correct changes. In particular, a number of publications deal with
the high-dimensional setting, where the signal dimension is as
least as large as the number of samples [63]–[67].

B. Related Work
Generally, when the number K of changes is known, the
least square criterion (2) is minimized using dynamic programming, resulting in a complexity of the order of O(KT 2 )
where T is the number of samples and K is the number of
changes to estimate [44], [51], [53]. Pruned versions of the
original algorithm have recently been introduced to speed-up
computation [43] (worst-case complexity remains quadratic).
When K is unknown, a penalized version of the criterion (2) is
minimized [27], [54], [55]. In the general case, the change-point
detection problem is solved (with dynamic programming) for
K ranging from 1 to Kmax (where Kmax is a user-defined
upper bound), and the optimal K is chosen a posteriori. This
procedure has non-asymptotic properties on the convergence of
the least square criterion and has a complexity of the order of
O(Kmax T 2 ) [50]. In the special case of a penalty proportional
to the number of changes, the Bayesian Information Criterion
(BIC) [56] for instance, a faster algorithm exists [55], with linear
complexity. Consistency results for the estimated change-point
indexes are provided in a recent work [54]. They show that the
estimated change-point indexes converge with high probability
to the true segmentation, when the number of samples grows to
infinity, even if the true number of changes is unknown. In this
work, the observed signal is assumed to be composed of independent random variables with piecewise constant probability
distribution. Certain applications, where the computational cost
is an issue, require more efficient procedures. To that end, faster
but sup-optimal algorithms have been introduced. Windowbased methods approximately minimize V (·) by searching a
single change-point in a window sliding over the signal [44],
[49], [51], [57], [58]. Nevertheless, since detection is made

C. Contributions
In this work, we describe a trade-off (in terms of complexity)
between the optimal detection (based on dynamic programming) and the sub-optimal but fast detection methods from the
literature. We propose a sequential approach, called gkCPD
for “greedy kernel change-point detection,” that sequentially
generates change-point estimates and removes the associated
mean-shifts from the mapped signal, until a stopping criterion
is met (Section II). Arbitrary kernels can be combined with this
greedy strategy. While the resulting complexity is quadratic in
the number of samples, gkCPD is shown to be faster than optimal
methods. This algorithm has desirable complexity properties
and is non-parametric and model-free, thanks to the use of a
kernel-based norm. A consistency result is demonstrated, which
guarantees that detected change-points are asymptotically close
to the true ones (Section III). In the special case of a linear kernel,
a faster implementation with a linear complexity is described
(Section IV).
II. PROPOSED GREEDY APPROACH
We propose a greedy algorithm, which, in the following, is
referred to as gkCPD for “greedy kernel change-point detection”
and outlined in Algorithm 1. Let us consider a Rd -valued signal
{xt }Tt=1 and a mapped signal y ∈ HT , defined by yt := Φ(xt ).
A. Heuristics for gkCPD
The algorithm gkCPD is an iterative procedure with each
iteration consisting in two steps:
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Algorithm 1: gkCPD.
1: Input: signal y, kernel k, stopping criterion.
2: Initialization:
T ← {}, G ← [k(ys , yt )]1≤s,t≤T ,

I ← [ s≤i,t≤j Gst ]1≤i,j≤T .
3: while stopping criterion is not met do
4:
V ←[]
Empty list
5:
for t = 1, . . . , T − 1 do
6:
tleft ← max{s ∈ T ∪ {0, T }|s < t}
7:
tright ← min{s ∈ T ∪ {0, T }|s ≥ t}
t−tleft
2
8:
V [t] ← Ftleft :t,tleft :t + ( tright
−tleft ) Ftleft :tright ,tleft :tright −

is denoted r̂(1) inHT :
r̂(1) := y − PT (1) y,

where T (1) := {t̂(1) }.
3) Iteration k: After k iterations (k ≥ 1), the set of already
estimated indexes is denoted T (k−1) := {t̂(1) , . . . , t̂(k−1) }. The
k-th change-point estimate t̂(k) is given by
 t
2

 (k−1)
(k−1) 
(k)
− r̄0..t 
t̂ := arg min
r̂s
t<T

t−tleft
2( tright
−tleft )Ftleft :t,tleft :tright

9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

y −→ r
↓
t̂(1)

−→ r
↓
t̂(2)

(3)

−→ r
↓
t̂(3)

−→ · · ·
↓

t̂(4)

In the second step, gkCPD relies on an orthogonal projection
which “deletes” the changes that have been detected. For any
T = {t1 , t2 , . . . } and any H-valued signal {vt }t , the orthogonal
projection of v onto the subspace of signals that are constant
over the segments delimited by T is denoted by PT v. As
demonstrated in [50], it is given by
∀t ∈ {tk + 1, . . . , tk+1 } (PT v)t =

1
tk+1 − tk



tk+1

vs ,

s=tk +1

(3)

with the convention (P∅ v)t = T1 Ts=1 vs , for any index t.
2) First Iteration: At iteration k = 1, gkCPD starts by solving
the single change-point detection problem. The first change
estimate t̂(1) of gkCPD is given by
 t

(1)
ys − ȳ0..t 2H
t̂ := arg min
t<T

+

T


s=1

ys −


ȳt..T 2H

.

(4)

s=t+1

Then y ∈ H is projected on the subspace of H-valued signals with a single mean-shift located at t̂(1) ; the resulting residual
T



H

s=t+1

1) A single change-point is detected for y (greedy detection).
The output of this operation is a change-point estimate
t̂(k) , at the k-th iteration.
2) The contribution of the detected change is removed from
the original signal with a projection (signal update). The
output of this operation is a residual signal r̂(k) , at the k-th
iteration. This signal is fed to the greedy detection step at
the next iteration.
The algorithm continues until a stopping criterion is met
(which can accommodate K  known or unknown). This sequential greedy procedure is outlined by the following schema:
(2)

H

s=1

T

2

 (k−1)
(k−1) 
+
− r̄t..T 
r̂s

end for
t̂ ← arg maxt<T [V [t]/(t(T − t))]
T ← T ∪ {t̂}
end while
Output: change-point estimates T .

(1)

(5)

,

(6)

where r̂(k−1) is the residual signal from the previous iteration,
(k−1)
(k−1)
and r̄0..t and r̄t..T are respectively the empirical means of the
(k−1)
(k−1)
}s≤t and {r̂s
}s>t . The index t̂(k) is the
sub-signals {r̂s
solution of the single change-point detection problem, applied
on the (k − 1)-th residual. The k-th residual r̂(k) ∈ HT is then
defined as follows:
r̂(k) := y − PT (k) y,

(7)

where T (k) := {t̂(1) , . . . , t̂(k) } is the set of already estimated
indexes, after k iterations. Thus defined, the residual is what
remains of the signal y after the contributions of the already
inferred change-points have been “projected” out.
B. The Kernel Trick
Performing the greedy detection (6) of gkCPD is not straightforward, because the mapping Φ, and therefore the residual (7),
are not explicit. To overcome this issue, we express this operation
using the inner-products of the signal samples, i.e. ys |yt H . To
that end, introduce the inner-product matrix (or Gram matrix)
G ∈ RT ×T of the implicit features: G := [k(ys , yt )]1≤s,t≤T and
the sub-sums of the matrix G:
Fa:b,c:d :=

b


d


Gst (0 ≤ a, b, c, d ≤ T ).

(8)

s=a+1 t=c+1

Assume that k − 1 iterations have already been performed: the
objective is to estimate t̂(k) from the residual r̂(k−1) . After
simple algebraic manipulations,1 the greedy detection (6) can
be rewritten as below:
2

 (k−1)
(k−1) 
(10)
t̂(k) = arg max t(T − t) r̄0..t − r̄t..T  .
H

t

1 More precisely, we use the following relation: for any H-valued signal {z }
t t
with T samples and any index t < T , we have
T

s=1



zs − z̄2H

=

t

s=1



zs − z̄0..t 2H

+

T




zs − z̄t..T 2H

s=t+1

t(T − t)
+
z̄0..t − z̄t..T 2H
T

(9)

where z̄, z̄0..t , z̄t..T are respectively the mean elements of the signals
{zs }s , {zs }s≤t , {zs }s>t .
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The quantity to maximize is linked to an estimate of the maximum mean discrepancy (MMD). It is put forth in [51] in a
different context to compare the distributions of two sets of
samples, and has been subsequently used in several change-point
detection procedures [58].
According to (10), the change-point estimate is located where
the distributions between the left part of the signal and the right
part are the most different. This quantity can be expressed using
the inner-products from the residual, yielding

1
r̂s(k−1) r̂u(k−1) .
(11)
t̂(k) = arg max
t(T
−
t)
t<T
s,u≤t

programming procedure (estimation phase) which has quadratic
complexity. The resulting complexity is O(T 2 + KT 2 ). To conclude, since estimation is performed in linear time by gkCPD,
our greedy approach runs faster than dynamic programming,
even though both have quadratic complexities overall.
D. Stopping Criterion

Using the fact that, by design (7), the inner-products
(k−1) (k−1)
ru
rs
are equal to

A crucial element of the gkCPD algorithm is the stopping
criterion. The choice and calibration of a stopping rule is closely
related to the issue of finding the number of change-points in
a signal. If the number of change-points K  is known, one
simply stops the algorithm after K  iterations. If it is unknown,
a linear penalty [18], [26] can be added to yield a the following
optimization problem:

ys |yu  + fs |fu  − fs |yu  − fu |ys  ,

min V (T ) + β|T |,

(12)

where f := PT (k−1) y, we are able to derive the following
relation:
t


r̂s(k−1) r̂u(k−1) = Ft̂j :t,t̂j :t

s,u=1

t − t̂j
t̂j+1 − t̂j

+
−2

2

(13)

where t̂j (j = 0, . . . , k) is the unique element of T (k−1) (with
t̂0 = 0) such that t̂j < t ≤ t̂j+1 and Fa:b,c:d is defined in (8).
By combining (11) and (13), the greedy estimated t̂(k) can be
computed without explicitly calculating the residual signal. The
complete algorithm is described in Algorithm 1.
C. Complexity Analysis
To analyze the computational complexity of gkCPD, the
algorithm is split into two phases: initialization and estimation.
Initialization consists in computing the Gram matrix G of the
samples, as well as the image integral matrix I, defined by
⎡
⎤

I := ⎣
Gst ⎦
∈ RT ×T .
(14)
s≤i,t≤j

1≤i,j≤T

Computing G and (recursively) filling I is performed in
quadratic time. Estimation consists in performing the successive
iterations. Observe that the cumulative sums Fa:b,c:d , which are
used in the greedy detection (see Equations 11 and 13), are
computed in constant time using the matrix I:
Fa:b,c:d = Ibd + Iac − Ibc − Iad .

H

III. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS


Ft̂j :t,t̂j :t̂j+1 ,

(16)

where β > 0 is the smoothing parameter and |T | is the cardinal
of T . An adapted stopping rule to approximate the linearly
penalized change-point detection is to stop at the k-th iteration
if




 (k−1) 2  (k) 2
(17)
r̂
 − r̂  < β.
H

Ft̂j :t̂j+1 ,t̂j :t̂j+1

t − t̂j
t̂j+1 − t̂j

T

(15)

Therefore, at each iteration, greedy detection (11) is performed
in linear time. Consequently, the complexity of gkCPD is
O(T 2 + KT ) where the quadratic term comes from the initialization and the linear term, from K iterations. As a comparison,
the exact change-point detection method [4], [50], [54] shares
the exact same initialization phase, and then performs a dynamic

A theoretical study of gkCPD is now presented. The objective
is to show that the true change-points are estimated more and
more precisely by gkCPD, as the number of samples T grows
to infinity. This result is obtained under two assumptions on the
noise and the underlying piecewise constant signal.
1) Technical Assumptions: In order to establish our main
result, assume that the Hilbert space H is separable. Moreover,
two assumptions on the signal (ut )t and the noise (εt )t are made.
Assumption 1: There exists a piecewise constant function f :
[0, 1] → H given by
K



∀τ ∈ [0, 1], f (τ ) =

δ0

+

δk 1(τ > τk ),

(18)

k=1


where 0 < τ1 < · · · < τK
 < 1 and δk ∈ H, such that

∀t = 1, . . . , T, ut = f (t/T ).

(19)

Assumption 2: The H-valued random variables εt (t =
1, . . . , T ) are independent, centered and such that
εt H ≤ Mε a.s.

(20)

for a certain positive constant Mε < ∞.
According to Assumption 1, the signal u is sampled from a
piecewise constant function f . The change-points tk are linked
to the change-point fractions τk through the simple relationship
tk = T τk , where, for any x ∈ R, x is the largest integer
smaller than or equal to x. In the literature, this assumption
is often broken down in three weaker hypotheses, which are:
u is bounded independently of T , the change amplitudes are
bounded away from zero, and the minimum spacing between
two consecutive change-point fractions is bounded away from
zero. It is easy to see that those are three consequences of
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Assumption 1, however assuming the existence of f greatly
facilitates algebraic manipulations.
In the second assumption, the boundedness of the noise signal
ε (Inequality 20) is satisfied for several change-point detection
settings from the literature. In particular, if k(·, ·) is translation
invariant, i.e. k(xs , xt ) = g(xs − xt ) for every samples xs , xt
and a certain measurable function g : Rd −→ H, then εt  =
g(0) and Inequality 20 holds true. Note that the well-known
Gaussian and Laplace kernels are translation invariant.
2) Main Result: Under this setting, the asymptotic consistency of gkCPD can be demonstrated, as formally stated in
Theorem 1. In the following, the quantity d(A|B) between two
sets A and B is defined by
d(A|B) := sup inf |a − b|.
b∈B a∈A

(21)

This quantity serves as a measure of dissimilarity between sets
of change-points.
Theorem 1: Let y be as in Equation (1), and suppose that
Assumption 1 and Assumption 2 hold. Let T denote the set of
estimated change-points after k ≤ K  steps of gkCPD. Then
some numerical constant C > 0 exists, such that for any α > 0,
an event of probability at least 1 − α exists, on which the
following holds true:

2 ln(T ) + ln(1/α)
1
 
d(T |T ) ≤ C
.
(22)
T
T
Intuitively, Theorem 1 means that the true change-point fractions τk are estimated more and more precisely by t̂k /T as the
number of samples increases. The numerical constant C in (22)
only depends on the change locations and amplitudes (the τk
and δk ) and the noise characteristics. Note that gkCPD produces
consistent estimates of the change-point fractions of the signal
u, as long as the iterations stop before all true breakpoints are detected. In other words, only the first K  steps are meaningful. In
the situation where k > K  , meaning that all change-points have
been selected, the orthogonal projection “deletes” all breaks
and the detection is only driven bynoise. Compared to optimal
algorithms, the convergence rate ln T /T is slower (typically
optimal algorithms are of the order of in 1/T , up to a logarithmic
factor [62], [68]).
IV. SPECIAL CASE OF THE LINEAR KERNEL
A large part of the signal segmentation literature is dedicated to the detection of mean-shifts. This section describes a
significant computational speed-up under this classical setting.
In the following, the kernel k is set to the linear kernel, i.e.
k(·, ·) = ·|·Rd , where ·|·Rd is the Euclidean scalar product
of Rd . As a consequence, the mapping Φ is equal to identity
function (Φ = Id). Also, H = Rd and the original signal x and
the mapped signal y are equal. The signal model is now
∀t ∈ {tk + 1, . . . , tk+1 }, yt = ut + εt ,

(23)

where ut is a R -valued deterministic piecewise constant signal
with K  change-points and εt is a Rd -valued additive noise with
zero-mean. This is the classical mean-shift model, which was the
first to be introduced in the change-point detection literature [1],

Algorithm 2: gCPD.
1: Input: centered data y, stopping criterion.
2: Initialize r ← y, T ← { }
3: while stopping criterion is not met do
4:
Set t̂ ← 1, r ← r1 , m2 ← TT−1 r2 .
5:
for t = 2, . . . , T − 1 do
6:
if t(TT−t) r + rt 2 > m2 then
7:
t̂ ← t
8:
m2 ← t(TT−t) r + rt 2
9:
end if
10:
r ← r + rt
11:
end for
12:
Add the change-point estimate t̂ to the set of selected
breakpoints:
T ← T ∪ {t̂}.
13:

(24)

Update the residual
r ← y − PT y.

(25)

where the orthogonal projection PT is defined in (3).
14: end while
15: Output: set T of change-point estimates.

[21], and is continuously the subject of active research [29], [30].
For clarity, the linear version of gkCPD is denoted gCPD, for
“greedy change-point detection”.
Since the mapping Φ is explicit for the linear kernel, there
is no need for the computation of the Gram matrix, as is the
case for arbitrary kernels. If again, the algorithm is split into
an initialization phase and an estimation phase, this means that
initialization is removed (recall that initialization of gkCPD has
quadratic complexity). To see why estimation can be performed
without initialization, observe that, for any signal v with zero
mean, the following equality holds:

T
vs .
t(T − t) s=1
t

v t..T − v 0..t = −

(26)

where t is any index between 1 and T − 1. By replacing the
signal v with any residual signal r(k) , we see that the largest
difference in the empirical means can be found incrementally
using a cumulative sum and keeping track of the current maximum, which yields a O(dT ) complexity. The k-th change-point
t̂(k) is estimated in linear time, without resorting to the Gram
matrix. Updating the residual remains a linear operation, therefore the complexity of one iteration of the algorithm is O(dT ).
Overall, the complexity of gCPD is O(KdT ) (if K iterations
are performed). The implementation of gCPD is outlined in
Algorithm 2.

d

V. EXPERIMENTAL SETTING
This section describes the data sets and evaluation metrics
that are used to evaluate the detection performances.
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Fig. 1. Signal example from Gait. The acceleration and rotation on axis (Oz) (time and time-frequency representation) are shown. Alternating colours mark the
consecutive phases: “Stand,” “Walk,” “Turnaround,” “Walk” and “Stop”.

A. Presentation of the Data Sets
The corpus is composed of a synthetic data set, MeanShift,
and a real-world data set, Gait.
1) The MeanShift Data Set: The MeanShift data set contains
Rd -valued (d = 20) piecewise constant signals with K = 4
change-points, T ∈ {500, 2000} samples and a noise level σ ∈
{1, 3}. We consider four scenarios for different values of (T, σ):
Scenario 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively correspond to (T, σ) equal to
(500, 1), (500, 3), (2000, 1) and (2000, 3). For a given scenario,
100 signals are generated according to the following model:
yt =

K


δk 1(tk < t) + σεt (t = 1, . . . , T ),

(27)

k=1

where T = {tk }K
k=1 is a random set change indexes, and the
δk ∈ Rd are such that δk = [±1, . . . , ±1] ∈ Rd with random
coefficients equal to ±1. Noise is Gaussian and white, with
variance equal to σ 2 . The complete MeanShift data set contains
400 signals. The change-point indexes are randomly drawn from
{1, . . . , T } using a Dirichlet distribution.2
2) The Gait Data Set: The Gait data set consists of 262
time-series (sampling frequency: 100 Hz) from an inertial sensor
placed at the lower back of 54 subjects [69], [70]. Each subject’s movements are recorded while performing a succession
of simple activities: standing for a few seconds, walking 10
meters, turning around, walking back and stopping. The successive regimes are straightforwardly denoted “Stand,” “Walk,”
“Turnaround,” “Walk,” “Stop”. The task is to detect the time
indexes at which subject’s activity changes. For this study, d = 2
dimensions are used: the angular velocity around the vertical
axis (“Rot. Z”) and the vertical acceleration (“Acc. Z”). Both
2 The Dirichlet distribution is parametrized by a vector α ∈ RK+1 which is
arbitrarily set to (5, 5, 3, 5, 1) × 2000 to match the segmentations found in the
Gait data set.

dimensions are scaled to have zero mean and unit variance.
In the following, the time-frequency representation of signals
from Gait is defined as the short-term Fourier transform (STFT),
computed with 300 samples per segment and an overlap of 299
samples. Only the 0–5 Hz frequency band, where phenomena of
interest are contained, is kept. In this representation, the signals
have d = 32 dimensions. An example is displayed on Figure 1.
B. Evaluation Metrics
To compare segmentations, two metrics are introduced:
HAUSDORFF and F1 SCORE. In the following, the set of true
change-points is denoted by T  = {t1 , . . . , tK  }, and the set
of estimated change-points is denoted by T = {t̂1 , . . . , t̂K }.
1) HAUSDORFF: The HAUSDORFF metric measures the worst
prediction error [71] between a set of change-point indexes
{t1 , t2 , . . . } and their estimates {t̂1 , t̂2 , . . . }. Formally, HAUSDORFF is expressed in number of samples or in second and is
equal to
HAUSDORFF(T  , T ) = max[d(T  |T ), d(T |T  )],

(28)

where d(·|·) is defined by (21).
2) F1 SCORE: The F1 SCORE is the geometric mean of precision PR := #TP/#T and recall RE := #TP/#T  where the
true positive set TP := {tk | ∃ t̂l s.t. |t̂l − tk | < M } contains detected change-points, up to a user-defined margin M (expressed
in number of samples or in second).
VI. RESULTS
This section compares our greedy approach to standard segmentation methods. The following algorithms minimize the least
square criterion V (·) (2) with the linear kernel (H = Rd ): gCPD,
BinSegLin (binary segmentation), BotUpLin (bottom-up
segmentation), OptLin (dynamic programming) and WinLin (window-sliding). They are devoted to the detection of
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TABLE I
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS ON THE MeanShift DATA SET ARE SHOWN. HAUSDORFF IS EXPRESSED IN NUMBER OF SAMPLES. THE MARGIN OF F1 SCORE
IS M = 10 SAMPLES FOR SCENARIO 1 AND 2, AND M = 20 SAMPLES FOR SCENARIO 3 AND 4

mean-shifts. In addition, the following algorithms minimize
the least square criterion V (·) (2) with the Gaussian kernel
k(x, y) = exp(−γx − y2 ): gkCPD, OptGau and WinGau.
They are able to detect general distribution changes. Optimal
methods OptLin and OptGau perform an exhaustive search
over the set of signal partitions and return the exact minimum
of the sum of costs. Conversely, other methods are sub-optimal
and only approximate.
The parameters of the different algorithms are calibrated
as follows. In all experiments and for all methods, the number K of change-points to detect is assumed to be known.
For BotUpLin, the input signal is first divided in 5-sample
long sub-signals. For Win{Lin,Gau}, the window size is set
to 50 samples for the 500-point time series, to 100 for the
2000-point time series and to 100 samples for all time series
from the Gait data set. The so-called bandwidth parameter
γ of the Gaussian kernel is heuristically chosen as the inverse of the empirical median of the pairwise distances, as
in [48].
A. Results on the MeanShift Data Set
In this section, detection methods are compared on the MeanShift data set. Several observations can be made from the results
that are reported in Table I.
r According to HAUSDORFF, gCPD performs slightly better
than all other approximate methods, except on Scenario 1,
where BinSegLin is a little more accurate. On Scenario
2, which is the most difficult (least number of samples and
highest noise level), gCPD has also the best F1 SCORE.
Overall, BinSegLin and BotUpLin are the closest
methods to gCPD.
r On MeanShift, using the Gaussian kernel with our greedy
approach does not improve segmentation performance. For
instance, on Scenario 2, gkCPD is less accurate than gCPD.
This can be explained by the fact that the Gaussian kernel
considers a general class of change-points while the linear
kernel focuses on mean-shifts, exactly the type of changes
present in MeanShift. Interestingly, when using the optimal
search method Opt, both are equivalently precise.
B. Results on the Gait Data Set
On the Gait data set, detection is performed on the STFT
representation of the signals. Global results are reported in

Table IIa and the accuracy by change-point type is reported in
Table IIb.
1) Global Results: Several observations can be made from
the results that are reported in Table IIa.
r According to both metrics, gkCPD outperforms approximate as well as optimal methods. Here, optimal segmentation is not necessarily best when the signals do not follow
exactly the assumed model.
r On the Gait data set, combining a non-linear kernel with our
greedy approach improves segmentation performance, as
gkCPD is more accurate than gCPD. This can be explained
by the fact that the STFT representations of the signals
contain changes more complex than mean-shifts, and that
the Gaussian is flexible enough to detect them.
r Compared to WinLin, BinSegLin and BotUpLin,
gCPD’s worst error is lower by more than one second, but
its F1 SCORE is inferior. This means that gCPD does not
make large mistakes, and this smaller error is shared by
more than one change-point. On the contrary, WinLin,
BinSegLin and BotUpLin widely misestimate one
change-point (by about three seconds or more), resulting in
a high HAUSDORFF, but are accurate on the other changes.
These observations are illustrated on a segmentation example
displayed on Figures 2 and 3. The best method on this signal
is gkCPD, followed by OptLin and OptGau. A common
behaviour, (see for instance gCPD) is to include in the “Stand”
phase the first footstep of the “Walk” phase, and to include in
the “Stop” phase the last step of the “Walk” phase. This can be
explained by the fact that either the first or the last footstep has
a smaller amplitude than the others.
To sum up, gkCPD is the most accurate method on the Gait
data set, with a worst error which is lower than OptLin and
OptGau.
2) Results by Change-Point Type: change-points in the Gait
data set are not equivalent: they limit phases of different natures.
To understand how segmentation methods operate, the mean
values and standard deviations of the temoral distances |t̂k −
tk | (k = 1, 2, 3, 4) are provided in Table IIb. Recall that t1 , t2 ,
t3 and t4 respectively refer to Stand/Walk, Walk/Turnaround,
Turnaround/Walk and Walk/Stop.
r On average, window-based methods make error above 1
second on several change-points. BinSegLin and BotUpLin have sometimes the best score but an error
well-above two seconds on the last change. Our greedy
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TABLE II
PERFORMANCE (MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS) ON THE Gait DATA SET

Fig. 3. Segmentation example (Gaussian kernel) on a signal from Gait. H and
F respectively denote HAUSDORFF (in seconds) and F1 SCORE. The alternating
coloured areas denote the true segmentation. Dashed lines mark estimated
change-points. The acceleration on the (0z) axis is shown.

Fig. 2. Segmentation example (linear kernel) on a signal from Gait. H and F
respectively denote HAUSDORFF (in seconds) and F1 SCORE. The alternating
coloured areas denote the true segmentation. Dashed lines mark estimated
change-points. The acceleration on the (0z) axis is shown.

Fig. 4. Constrained costs (BIC) of the sequential estimates of gCPD. Mean
values on the Gait data set are shown.
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approaches gCPD and gkCPD are always close to the best
score, and their errors are always below 1.01 second.
r The first change-point is the best detected by gCPD, gkCPD
and BinSegLin. The average temporal error for those
algorithms is 0.53 second or less. This can be explained by
the fact that this change-point separates two long regimes
which are visibly very different (“Stand” is somewhat
flat, and “Walk” has a large amplitude). Interestingly, for
window-based methods and BotUpLin, the best detected
change is not this particular change-point. Since the search
for a change is limited to a small region (the window for
WinLin and WinGau and the small initial sub-segments
for BotUpLin), they cannot take advantage of the length
of the regimes.
r Conversely, estimation of the last change-point is generally
less accurate, even though it is of the same type as the first
one, as both change-points separate a “Walk” phase and a
rest phase (“Stand” or “Stop”). This error is what drives the
HAUSDORFF score (see Table IIa): it is the worst estimation
error. It is interesting to note that BinSegLin has errors
comparable to gCPD and gkCPD on the first three changes
but is four times less precise on the last change-point. Two
reasons can justify this observation. The last change-point
corresponds to a smaller mean-shift amplitude (in the STFT
representation). Also, it is located at the edge of the signal,
which adversely influences certain methods, BinSegLin
being a prime example.
r Detection error on the “Turnaround” is below one second
for gCPD, BinSegLin, BotUpLin, and gkCPD. The
best one for this phase is BotUpLin, with an error close
to the one of OptLin. After a closer look on the segmentations, we observe that gkCPD and gCPD tend to include
in the “Turnaround” phase the last footstep of the previous
“Walk” phase and the first footstep of the previous “Walk”
phase. This behaviour is displayed on the segmentation
example on Figures 2 and 3. This is understandable because
the footsteps at the beginning or end of each regime can
be different from the footsteps in the middle of the regime
(for instance, of smaller amplitude because the subject is
accelerating or slowing down).
r The two algorithms WinLin and WinGau have F1 SCORE
around 0.80 (Table IIa) but on three out of four changepoints, the average temporal error is well above the margin of one second. This indicates that on average, three
change-points are correctly estimated (thus the F1 SCORE
above 0.75), but the last one is greatly misplaced. Also,
those algorithms make an error indiscriminately on either
the first (“Stand/Walk”), the third (“Turnaround/Walk”)
or the fourth (“Walk/Stop”), as evidenced by the high
temporal distances. Conversely, BotUpLin is more likely
to make an error on the last one only.
To sum up, observing the error by change-point type allows
us to better understand the behaviour of segmentation methods.
Window-based methods are confirmed not to be as precise as the
other methods on this data set. Tree-based methods algorithms,
BotUpLin and BinSegLin are precise on the first three
change-points but misplace the last one by a large margin.

TABLE III
PERFORMANCE (MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS) ON THE Gait DATA SET
(UNTRANSFORMED SIGNALS)

The greedy procedures gCPD and gkCPD are able to locate all
change-points with an error of less than one second. In particular,
gkCPD is relatively more accurate on average.
C. Results on the Gait Data Set With Untransformed Signals
Change-point detection is greatly improved thanks to the use
of a kernel. To intuitively measure the usefulness of the kernel,
gkCPD, WinGau and OptGau are applied on the untransformed signals of the Gait data set. Contrary to previous experiments (Section VI-B), segmentation is performed on the time domain representation of the signals and not the the time-frequency
representation. The only preprocessing consists in centering and
scaling all dimensions of the signal to unit variance. Only the
Gaussian kernel is considered here because the linear kernel can
only detect mean-shifts. Results are reported in Table III.
This experiment confirms a few of the remarks from the previous section, but an interesting observation can be made when
comparing gkCPD on the untransformed signals and gCPD
on the time-frequency representation of the same signals (see
Table IIa): while both have a comparable HAUSDORFF measure
(around 1.35 s), the kernel-based method has a better F1 SCORE
(0.86 against 0.73). This indicates that on the Gait data set,
using a kernel can replace the careful design of a relevant signal
representation. Combining both the time-frequency representation and a kernel performs even better, as gkCPD on the
time-frequency representation of the signals is more accurate
than gkCPD on the untransformed signals. This observation is
encouraging as it indicates that the Gaussian kernel can cope
with signals in their original representation space as well as
finely calibrated transformed time-series. In particular, gkCPD
could be combined with automatic calibration procedures
[72], [73].
VII. DISCUSSION
A. Execution Time Comparison
Table IV presents average execution times (for 100 signals)
of the different methods. Visibly, differences in execution time
increase as the number of samples and the number of dimensions grows. Even if gCPD, BinSegLin and BotUpLin all
have a linear computational complexity (up to a logarithmic
factor), gCPD’s implementation ease allows for an efficient
execution. Specifically, operations described in Algorithm 2 are
naturally “vectorized”. In languages like Python and Matlab,
such operations are more cost-effective than the explicit looping
instructions needed in tree-based methods. As a comparison,
the signal acquisition system takes around 50 seconds to record
one signal, while gCPD takes 1 second to process 100 signals,
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TABLE IV
AVERAGE RUNTIME FOR EACH ALGORITHM TO PROCESS 100 SIGNALS. ALL TIMES REFER TO A PYTHON IMPLEMENTATION ON A LINUX COMPUTER WITH 4
PROCESSORS RUNNING AT 2.80 GHZ

and gkCPD takes less than 100 seconds. OptLin is far slower,
as expected. One advantage window-based methods have over
gCPD is the fact that they only process a portion of the signal at a
time. When memory is an issue or when faced with a continuous
stream, WinLin and WinGau are the only appropriate methods,
as other methods are applied on the whole signal. As for gkCPD,
it is more computationally intensive than its counterpart gCPD,
but remains faster than OptGau.
B. Estimation of the Number of Change-Points With gCPD
In our experiments, the number of change-point is known
beforehand. However, in certain applications, such information
might not be known. We show in the following that our greedy
strategy can be combined with a simple model selection procedure to accommodate situations where the number of changes is
unknown. In practice, the Bayesian information criterion (BIC)
is commonly used in change-point detection to determine the
number of change-points [56], [74]. It is a model selection
procedure that consists in minimizing a constrained likelihood
function. In the context of piecewise constant signals with white
Gaussian noise, the BIC of the sequential gCPD estimates is
2



(29)
BIC(k) = r̂(k)  + k σ 2 d log T,
where k is the step number (as well as the number of changepoints). The model with lowest BIC is preferred. On the Gait data
set, the average BIC values are displayed on Figure VII-B. The
minimum value is 639.95 and is reached for k = 4, which indeed
the true number of changes. This substantiates the fact that gCPD
can accommodate a standard model selection procedure even if
it is only an approximation of the optimal signal segmentation.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this work, we described gkCPD, a greedy strategy for the
kernel change-point detection task. Thanks to the properties of
reproducing Hilbert spaces, gkCPD detects changes in higherorder moments of probability distributions. As a result of an
efficient implementation, this algorithm is faster than its optimal
counterpart.
A consistency result is provided which guarantees that, for an
arbitrary kernel, the, detected change-points are asymptotically
close to the true change-points.
The special case of a linear kernel is also tackled, which yields
gCPD, the linear version of gkCPD. A faster implementation,
with complexity of the order of O(T ) is described. Numerical

experiments show that our greedy approach is more accurate
than standard sub-optimal methods and faster than optimal
methods.
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